
I. Tourism Industry (19 Projects)
1. Haiken Wuzhishan Tea Tourism Town (Industrial Park)

Project Name Haiken Wuzhishan Tea Tourism Town (Industrial Park)

Project
Overview

The Haiken Wuzhishan Tea Tourism Town (Industrial Park) is one of the
eight industrial parks undertaken by the Hainan State Farms under the
“Eight Eight Strategy”, listed as a “provincial key project”. The project,
which covers a total planned area of 11,318 mu, will be developed in three
phases, and the construction cycle is expected to be 5 years; the content of
construction includes one corridor connected to one village and one
workshop, three parks and three areas, i.e., Tea Garden Waterfront
Landscape Corridor, Colorful Organic Tea Garden, Tea Grove Wit Paradise,
Leisure Healthcare Area, Zen Tea Culture Experience Area, Tea Experience
Entertainment Area, Tea Town Folklore Village and Tea Innovation
Workshop; as rural construction is carried out throughout “hundreds of
towns and thousands of villages in beautiful Hainan”, the project aims to
build a characteristic town of tea tourism culture with tea production and
processing, trading and logistics, industrial exchanges, culture experience,
folklore experience, catering and recreation, travel and holiday and
healthcare rolled into one to make the characteristic town seamlessly
connected to industrial parks, targeted poverty alleviation and all-for-one
tourism.

Project Site

The project is located in Xiangshui Town, Baoting Li and Miao
Autonomous County, Hainan Province, in the hinterland of the Wuzhi
Mountain. The project boasts an advantageous geographical location for it’s
bounded by Wuzhishan City in the north, by Sanya City in the south, by
Ledong Country in the west and Lingshui County in the east.

Total Project
Cost RMB1.51 billion

Cooperation
Mode Contribution, joint management, joint operation.
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Contact
Person

Hainan State Farms Wuzhishan Tea Group Co, Ltd.
Li Ming 13876801736



2. Haikou Guilinyang International Tropical Agriculture Park

Project

Project Name
Haikou Guilinyang International Tropical Agriculture Park

Project



Project

Overview

The Guilinyang International Tropical Agriculture Park Project is a
major project implemented by Hainan Province during the “Thirteenth
Five-Year Plan”, the first of the eight industrial parks undertaken by
the Hainan State Farms under the “Eight Eight” Strategy and a core
industrial park in Hainan “Agricultural High-tech Industry
Demonstration Zone”. The Agriculture Park covers a total planned
area of about 770 hectares in Jiangdong New District, with 1,200 mu
mostly as land for commercial construction. In the park, the PPP
(Phase I) projects have consumed about 192 mu of construction land
while the self-invested project and some PPP (Phase I) projects have
consumed 1,552.27 mu of agricultural land. The unused 1,008 mu of
construction land and 8,798 mu of agricultural land (including more
than 7,000 mu of basic farmland) will be used for the construction of
an agriculture park (Phase II). After the release of regulatory detailed
planning, the 1,200 mu of construction land will be acquired by
bidding, auction or public granting while the 10,350.27 mu of
agricultural land (including more than 7,000 mu of basic farmland)
will be acquired by leasing. So far, 4,502.27 mu of land has been
delivered, and land leasing contracts have been signed for 3,302.27 mu
while the remaining 1,200 mu of construction land is to be delivered
by bidding, auction or public granting. According to the plan, a total of
more than RMB10 billion was invested in the project to build it into a
national tropical agriculture park that boasts an agricultural theme,
agricultural landscape, agricultural science and technology and
agricultural experience according to the standard for national
AAAAA-grade intelligent tourist attraction construction.
The Agriculture Park opened on February 8th, 2018. Completed
projects in the park fall into two categories: PPP (Phase I) projects and
self-invested projects. The PPP (Phase I) projects include the
Agricultural DreamWorks, the Ecological Parking Lot on the north
side of the DreamWorks, the Beautiful Village (Gaoshan Village), the
Tourist Service Center at the west entrance, the Landscape Works at
the west entrance, the Supporting Municipal Road in the pilot area,
and the Service Center at the north entrance. The self-invested projects
include the Shared Farmstead (Sample), the Shared Vegetable Garden,
the Ecological Tropical New Orchard, the Road Network and River
System, the Supporting Eco-tourism Service Facilities at the west
entrance, the Science Popularization Park Fine Decoration Project, and
the Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning Installation Project.

Project Site Xingyang Avenue, Guilinyang Economic Development Zone, Haikou



Total Project
Cost About USD10 billion

Cooperation
Mode

Investment in full or equity participation, with several management
models adopted, including independent management, cooperative
management and entrusted management.
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Contact Person Hua Ling 18189878090



3. Changjiang RV Camp Project

Project Name Changjiang RV Camp Project

Project

Overview

Changjiang is located in west-northwest Hainan, surrounded by
mountains and the sea. It boasts a beautiful environment and abounds in
tourism resources, including the Qizi Bay Tourist Holiday Resort and
the Qicha Town Bawang Mountain, which are listed among the 17 key
scenic spots to be constructed on the Hainan International Tourism
Island. As Changjiang’s traffic network is improved, there is a quickly
increasing demand for self-driving, camping and RV tour. Commercial
facilities, including a self-driving tour camp, a RV camp, a tent camp, a
supporting parking lot, toilets, charging piles and bathrooms, will be
built in the Qizi Bay and Bawang Mountain ecological fields.

Project Site Qizi Bay Tourist Holiday Resort and Bawang Mountain Ecological
Parking Lot

Total Project

Cost

RMB150 million

Cooperation

Mode
Joint venture, cooperation or sole proprietorship.
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Contact

Person

Changjiang Bureau of Tourism and Culture, Hainan Province Tel:

0898-26698242



4. Kapok Fishing & Healthcare Tourist Mountain Villa, Baoying
Village, Qicha Town, Changjiang County

Project Name Kapok Fishing & Healthcare Tourist Mountain Villa, Baoying
Village, Qicha Town, Changjiang County

Project
Overview

Baoying Village is located in the Bawang Mountain Nature Reserve,
9km away from the core area of the Nature Reserve, about 25km away
from the town government, 23km away from the Gibbon Sanctuary and
60km away from the Qizi Bay. According to the development planning
for the construction of “two areas, one belt and one center”, Baoying
Village will be built into a boutique village with Li characteristics to
achieve diversification of economic development and tourism services.
By attracting more tourists and increasing the villagers’ economic
income, the village will be developed into a beautiful village featured
by (fast economic development, high farmer income, beautiful village
environment, excellent ecological environment, strong culture and
harmonious atmosphere”.

Project Site Baoying Village, Qicha Town, Changjiang County.

Total Project
Cost USD50 million and 100 mu of construction land.

Cooperation
Mode Joint venture, cooperation or sole proprietorship.
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Contact Person Changjiang Bureau of Tourism and Culture, Hainan Province
Tel: 0898-26698242



5. Red Kapok Scenic Spot in Nixia Village, Qicha Town, Changjiang

County

Project Name Red Kapok Scenic Spot in Nixia Village, Qicha Town, Changjiang
County

Project
Overview

The Red Kapok Scenic Spot, located near the Changhua River, is under
the jurisdiction of Nixia Village Committee, Qicha Town. When kapok
is in full bloom in February to March every year, both banks of the river
are embellished with enchanting green trees and red flowers, making the
area a rare place for enjoying kapok. The scenic spot is near the
Changhua River, which has a wide but tranquil surface. While enjoying
flowers in a boat on green water, tourists can see verdant plants and trees
on both banks of the river, where there are also typical karst caves
formed from karst rocks deposited during the change of landform. Of the
caves, the “Love Cave” and “Xinchong Cave”, which carry legendary
stories with Li features, have potential for tourism development. They
are important resources for water and land tourism in Qicha. The area
will be built into a comprehensive kapok-themed rural leisure tourist
attraction that features kapok love, kapok knowledge popularization,
kapok appreciation, leisure wellness and folklore performance.

Project Site Baoying Village, Qicha Town, Changjiang County

Total Project
Cost USD50 million and 100 mu of construction land.

Cooperation
Mode Joint venture, cooperation or sole proprietorship.
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Contact
Person

Changjiang Bureau of Tourism and Culture, Hainan Province Tel:
0898-26698242

6. Red Kapok Cultural Art Park in Baoshan Village, Qicha Town,
Changjiang County

Project Name Red Kapok Cultural Art Park in Baoshan Village, Qicha Town,
Changjiang County

Project
Overview

Qicha Town is named Qicha Kapok Rainforest Town by the government.
Baoshan Village abounds in high-quality tourism resources and boasts a
typical tropical monsoon climate, which keeps it pleasantly warm like
spring all the year round in abundant sunshine. There is a stream flowing
through the village, surrounded by a carpet of flowers, jagged rocks of
grotesque shapes and kapok trees, looking picturesque. The “Kapok
Terrace”, a representative of the beautiful views in “Changjiang, the
hometown of Chinese kapok”, is located in Baoshan Village, the “best
land of kapok in Changjiang, the No.1 county native to home to kapok”.
The project is aimed at building a comprehensive kapok-themed rural
leisure park that features kapok culture, kapok knowledge popularization,
kapok appreciation, kapok art photography, rural scenery, folk culture
experience and performance.

Project Site Baoying Village, Qicha Town, Changjiang County

Total Project
Cost USD50 million and 100 mu of construction land.

Cooperation
Mode Joint venture, cooperation or sole proprietorship.
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Contact Person Changjiang Bureau of Tourism and Culture, Hainan Province
Tel: 0898-26698242

7. Wenchang Coastal Tourist Holiday Resort Project

Project Name Wenchang Coastal Tourist Holiday Resort Project

Project
Overview

The resort covers an area of about 98 mu and borders on the east coast,
where there are convenient traffic conditions and a beautiful natural
environment suitable for a relaxing vacation. Tourist hotels, meeting
hotels, a catering service area, recreation area, healthcare area, sports area
and parking lot will be built in the resort based on the high-quality local
tourism resources and beautiful marine environment to provide tourists
with a place of coconut breezes and sea waves for temperament
cultivation and offer business people a place where they can hold
meetings and take a rest. Wenchang has abundant tourism resources,
profound cultural heritage and unique natural scenery. With the
advancement of the construction of the Hainan Free Trade Zone (Port)
and the Hainan Wenchang International Sky City, more and more tourists
come to Hainan, making the leisure and resort industry promising.

Project Site Located to the east of Agile Property in Moon Bay Pilot Area, Changsa
Town

Total Project
Cost RMB490 million



Cooperation
Mode Sole proprietorship
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Contacts Contact Person: He Qian Phone: 13006098567

8. Wenchang Moon Bay Sightseeing Business Service Project

Project Name Wenchang Moon Bay Sightseeing Business Service Project

Project
Overview

The North Moon Bay Pilot Area is located in the northeast coast of
Hainan Province, in Changsa Town, Northeast Wenchang City, bounded
by the Copper Drum Mountain International Eco-tourism Area. The
planning area is close to the vast South China Sea in the east, to
Changsa Town in the west and to the Copper Drum Mountain Moon
Bay in the south. After completion, the “two bridges and one road” in
Wenchang and the Copper Drum Mountain International Eco-tourism
Area will provide important support for the development and
construction of the North Moon Bay Pilot Area and bring about new
development opportunities. The project aims to build a high-end tourism
business service area with business service facilities, such as sports,
healthcare and recreation facilities, at the core and sightseeing, coastal
holiday tour and healthcare services as a supplement. It covers an area
of about 118 mu. After the completion of the construction of “two
bridges and one road”, the Moon Bay Area will be closely connected to
the provincial capital. Its change is obvious to people and development
prospect is bright. The large number of immigrants shows that it will
soon begin to achieve rapid development.

Project Site North Moon Bay Pilot Area



Total Project
Cost RMB572 million

Cooperation
Mode Sole proprietorship
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Contacts Contact Person: He Qian Phone: 13006098567

9. Wanning Xinglong Southeast Asia Folklore Garden Project

Project Name Xinglong Southeast Asia Folklore Garden Project

Project
Overview

First, project background: Xinglong, well-known for its unique returned
overseas Chinese culture, rich tropical plants, hot springs and coffee, etc.,
is an important part of Hainan’s tourism industry; inhabited by returned
overseas Chinese from 21 countries and regions, the area is uniquely
positioned to become an excellent tourist town in China. Second, planned
area and construction content: the project covers an area of about 350 mu
according to planning. The project aims to build a fashionable
recreational center for youths with romantic Southeast Asia-style leisure
and recreation facilities, such as Thai Village, Indonesian Village, Malay
Village, Southeast Asia Village and Culture and Art Center, to be built in
response to the Hainan Free Trade Zone (Port). Third, Project
advantages: the Xinglong Overseas Chinese Farm is inhabited by
returned overseas Chinese from countries and regions. They have brought
life customs and cultures of different countries and regions. The area
boasts a strong flavor of Southeast Asia and is honored as “Mini-UN”. It
is an important part of Xinglong’s overseas Chinese tourism culture and a
unique tourism resource in Xinglong.

Project Site
The Xinglong Health Tourism Industrial Park, located between two core
tourist cities of Hainan, is 174.5km away from the provincial capital
Haikou in the north, 107.4km away from the famous tourist city Sanya in



the south, and less than 100km away from the airport. The Hainan East
Expressway and High-speed Railway run through the park.

Total Project
Cost RMB2 billion

Cooperation
Mode Joint venture, cooperation, sole proprietorship
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Contacts Contact Person: Ou Xianning Phone: 13178900688

10. Wanning Xinglong Phoenix Mountain Low-altitude Rainforest Park

Project

Project Name Phoenix Mountain Low-altitude Rainforest Park Project

Project
Overview

First, project background: The “Greater Xinglong” Area has superior
resource conditions and a good development foundation. The “Greater
Xinglong” Area and Boao Asian Forum Special Planning Area are two
major regional comprehensive tourist holiday resorts in the east. The two
coastal tourist holiday resorts form a larger mountainous and marine
tourist attraction with the natural mountains in the west. Second, planning
scope and construction content: the project covers an area of about
45,000 mu according to planning and Phase I covers a building area of
about 200 mu; construction content: service areas such as healthcare and
leisure, tropical rainforest sightseeing, Southeast Asian style, folk culture
and shopping center. Third, project advantage: the Xinglong Overseas
Chinese Tourist Economic Zone is an important hometown of overseas
Chinese in Hainan and a famous tourist area in Hainan, hailed as a
“Bright Pearl on the Oriental Hawaii”. The Xinglong Phoenix Mountain
is 150m above mean sea level and contains a well-preserved virgin
tropical rainforest that covers an area of 70,000 mu. It was honored as the
“best-preserved low-altitude virgin tropical rainforest in China” by
experts at the Kadoorie Farm, Hong Kong. The project has been named a
national tropical rainforest park by the State Forestry Administration.



Project Site

The Xinglong Health Tourism Industrial Park, located between two core
tourist cities of Hainan, is 174.5km away from the provincial capital
Haikou in the north, 107.4km away from the famous tourist city Sanya in
the south, and less than 100km away from the airport. The Hainan East
Expressway and High-speed Railway run through the park.

Total Project
Cost To be determined

Cooperation
Mode Joint venture, cooperation, sole proprietorship
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Contacts Contact Person: Ou Xianning Phone: 13178900688

11. Wanning Xinglong Spanish Culture Project

Project Name Spanish Culture Project

Project
Overview

First, project background: Wanning Xinglong Cultural Tourism City will
be built in the Hainan Free Trade Zone (Port) to drive the development of
industries such as cultural and sports tourism and shopping activities.
After completion, the project will fill the gap of sports development and
bring into being a new tourism pattern in Xinglong. Second, land use
scale and construction content: the project covers an area of about 550
mu according to planning. The main construction contents include
Spanish culture, Spanish bullfighting competition, art performance and
tourism. Third, project advantages: Xinglong teems with geothermal
mineral springs, which can be used for hot spring baths. The geothermal
mineral springs in Xinglong are “rare in the world and unique in
Hainan”. In 1993, Xinglong was approved as an Overseas Chinese tourist
resort by the provincial government. It was the first hot spring-themed
tourist area to be developed on the island; it is a national 4A-grade
tropical garden.



Project Site

The Xinglong Health Tourism Industrial Park, located between two core
tourist cities of Hainan, is 174.5km away from the provincial capital
Haikou in the north, 107.4km away from the famous tourist city Sanya in
the south, and less than 100km away from the airport. The Hainan East
Expressway and High-speed Railway run through the park.

Total Project
Cost About USD1 billion

Cooperation
Mode

Joint venture, cooperation, sole proprietorship
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Contacts Contact Person: Ou Xianning Phone: 13178900688

12. Wanning Xinglong Overseas Chinese Forum Project

Project Name Overseas Chinese Forum Project

Project
Overview

First, project background: the Overseas Chinese Forum project aims to
build a global cultural exchange center with overseas Chinese culture and
coffee culture rolled into one. Second, land use scale and construction
content: the project covers an area of about 330 mu according to
planning. Global Overseas Chinese Cultural Exchange Forum Center—a
global cultural exchange center is going to be built based on the local
profound overseas Chinese culture and coffee culture. Large-scale
activities, such as coffee culture exhibitions, international industry
conferences, overseas Chinese forum and international coffee festival,
will be held at the center to promote the development of peripheral
industries. Integrated Service Center—a modern comprehensive tourist
management platform that boasts cloud services, cloud management and
cloud experience. Overseas Chinese Enterprise Headquarters Economic
Zone—overseas Chinese enterprises will be brought in to promote
emerging industrial projects to settle in Hainan.



Project Site

The Xinglong Health Tourism Industrial Park, located between two core
tourist cities of Hainan, is 174.5km away from the provincial capital
Haikou in the north, 107.4km away from the famous tourist city Sanya in
the south, and less than 100km away from the airport. The Hainan East
Expressway and High-speed Railway run through the park.

Total Project
Cost About RMB1.5 billion

Cooperation
Mode Joint venture, cooperation, sole proprietorship
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Contacts Contact Person: Ou Xianning Phone: 13178900688

13. Wanning Xinglong Tropical Garden 5A-grade Scenic Spot Project

Project Name Tropical Garden 5A-grade Scenic Spot Project

Project
Overview

First, project background: The Xinglong Tropical Garden consists of
natural, cultural, agricultural and forest environments with the Nanwang
Reservoir at the core. As a modern botanical garden used for sightseeing,
leisure, scientific research and science popularization, it is a perfect
combination of a tropical rainforest with an artificial garden. Second,
land use scale and construction content: the project covers a planned area
of about 6,000 mu with about 400 mu to be used for construction at the
first phase. Third, project advantages: Close to the South China Sea, the
project site has a tropical marine climate, or rather, a tropical monsoon
climate, which brings sufficient illumination, abundant rainfall, warm air
in winter and cool air in summer. Besides, the site has a unique landform,
where there are excellent natural conditions for the reproduction of
various living things. Xinglong Tropical Garden is not only a national
prior tourism development project, but also one of the four demonstration
bases for ecological education and a species gene pool designated by the



Chinese government.

Project Site
The project is located in the Xinglong Hot Spring Resort, about 3km
away from the East Expressway Shimei Bay Exit and borders on the
Copper Iron Mountain Nature Reserve.

Total Project
Cost About RMB1.5 billion

Cooperation
Mode Joint venture, cooperation, sole proprietorship
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Contacts Contact Person: Ou Xianning Phone: 13178900688

14. Wanning Xinglong Spice Town Project

Project Name Xinglong Spice Town Project



Project
Overview

First, project background: The well-known fragrant plants in the Spice
Town Botanical Garden include Cananga Odorata, the “king of flowers”,
“vanilla”, the king of flavors, Myroxylon balsamum, one of the “cream
spices”, clove, cinnamon, lemon grass and the ancient world-famous
spice pepper. Second, land use scale and construction land: the project
covers an area of about 650 mu according to planning. Third, project
advantages: the Xinglong Perfume Town is built in order to promote the
R&D and processing of spices as well as the plantation of southern herbs
and ornamental plants and the building of a hot spring brand. Project
advantages: it is a municipal key high-tech project approved by the
Wanning City Government. Tourists can clearly see essential oil blended
in the Blending Laboratory of the Pure Plant Essential Oil Experience
Center. There are 36 professional nursing workers at the Experience
Center. The beautiful, comfortable environment and oil fragrance can
eliminate fatigue, balance emotions and relieve stress. The Xinglong
Southern Herb Garden is a good place for scientific research, sightseeing
and leisure.

Project Site

The Xinglong Health Tourism Industrial Park, located between two core
tourist cities of Hainan, is 174.5km away from the provincial capital
Haikou in the north, 107.4km away from the famous tourist city Sanya in
the south, and less than 100km away from the airport. The Hainan East
Expressway and High-speed Railway run through the park.

Total Project
Cost About RMB300 million

Cooperation
Mode Joint venture, cooperation, sole proprietorship
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Contacts Contact Person: Ou Xianning Phone: 13178900688

15. Wanning Xinglong Hot Spring Hotel Upgrading Project

Project Name Hot Spring Hotel Upgrading Project



Project
Overview

First, project Background: The Xinglong Hot Spring Hotel is located in
the Xinglong Overseas Chinese Tourist Resort, Hainan Province by the
beautiful Sun River, 160km away from Haikou City and 110km away
from the Sanya Phoenix International Airport, and close to the
Roundabout Expressway. It boasts an advantageous geographical location
and convenient transportation. Second, land use scale and construction
content: the project covers an area of about 190 mu according to planning.
Third, project advantages: the Xinglong Hot Spring Hotel Upgrading
Project aims to build perfect service facilities including a super-large hot
spring experience area, health tourism area, conference center, shopping
mall, leisure square and music fountain. Project advantages: The
Xinglong Hot Spring Inn was founded in 1959, and with the efforts of
several generations, it has developed into an international four-star tourist
hotel. The Xinglong Hot Spring Inn entertained many Party and state
leaders, such as Liu Shaoqi, Zhou Enlai, Zhu De, Guo Moruo, Ye
Jianying, Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin and Li Peng, as well as the former
Japanese Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka, foreign state leaders and
ambassadors.

Project Site

The Xinglong Health Tourism Industrial Park, located between two core
tourist cities of Hainan, is 174.5km away from the provincial capital
Haikou in the north, 107.4km away from the famous tourist city Sanya in
the south, and less than 100km away from the airport. The Hainan East
Expressway and High-speed Railway run through the park.

Total Project
Cost About RMB2 billion

Cooperation
Mode Joint venture, cooperation, sole proprietorship
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Contacts Contact Person: Ou Xianning Phone: 13178900688

16.Ocean Flower Island Tourism Industry Park



Project name Ocean Flower Island Tourism Industry Park

Project
Overview

The Ocean Flower Island Tourism Industry Park, developed and
constructed by Evergrande Group, integrates conferences &
exhibitions, brand hotel, theme park, commercial shopping, spring
resort, sports & recreation, screen culture, international cruise liner
port, yacht club, aimed at becoming a cultural tourist attraction of the
world. It is planned to be opened on October 1, 2020.

Project Site Ocean Flower Island No. 1, Binhai New District, Danzhou City,
Hainan Province

Total Project
Cost 4.5 billion

Cooperation
Mode

Festival activity cooperation, event activity cooperation, well-known
performance, and art festival cooperation
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Contacts Contact person: Xiong Jie Tel.: 133-6000-2000



17.Ocean Flower Island International Cruise Liner Port

Project name Ocean Flower Island International Cruise Liner Port

Project
Overview

The Ocean Flower Island International Cruise Liner Port is located in the
waters near the Area D of Ocean Flower Island No.1, and one 230,000
GT cruise liner berth and one 150,000 GT cruise liner berth are planned
to be constructed.

Project Site Ocean Flower Island No. 1, Binhai New District, Danzhou City, Hainan
Province

Total Project
Cost billion

Cooperation
Mode

Route docking cooperation with cruise liner companies, operation
cooperation with the cruise liner port, and cooperation on the cruise liner

industry chain
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Contacts Contact person: Xiong Jie Tel.: 133-6000-2000



18.Ocean Flower Island International Convention & Exhibition

Center

Project name Ocean Flower Island International Convention & Exhibition Center

Project
Overview

The Ocean Flower Island International Convention & Exhibition Center
has a total gross floor area of approximately 100,000 m2 and 108 fully
equipped multi-functional conference rooms of different specifications. It
can provide different levels of high-quality services, such as brand
meetings, themed banquets, performances and competitions, the release
of new products, corporate celebrations, MICE tourism, and high-end
customization activities.
The Ocean Flower Island International Convention & Exhibition Center
possesses a south-north span of nearly 100 m, a ceiling height of 12-24 m
and a column-free elegant space of 6,000 m2, and is equipped with
internationally first-class sound and light equipment. 300 booths can be
erected to meet the individual requirements of various small- and
medium-sized exquisite exhibitions to the greatest extent.

Project Site Ocean Flower Island No. 1, Binhai New District, Danzhou City, Hainan
Province

Total Project
Cost 0.84 billion

Cooperation
Mode

Introduction of international convention & exhibition projects,
cooperation with convention & exhibition channel agents in Japan,

Korea, the Europe and the North American region
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Contacts Contact person: Xiong Jie Tel.: 133-6000-2000

19.Ocean Flower Island Movie Studios

Project name Ocean Flower Island Movie Studios

Overview

The Ocean Flower Island Movie Studios integrate movie shooting, movie

training, movie experience, the development of movie derivatives, dining

and entertainment, with a floor area of 220,000 m2. By far, one 5,000 m2

studio, five 3,000 m2 studios and the Ocean Flower Island Movie Hotel

including 710 guest rooms and office areas such as the comprehensive

service center have been completed.

Location Ocean Flower Island No. 1, Binhai New District, Danzhou City, Hainan
Province

Total
investment 1.5 billion

Cooperation
mode Cooperation with crews on movie shooting
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Contact person Contact person: Xiong Jie Tel.: 133-6000-2000


